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Abstract

The aim of this article is to analyze the complex roots of Carl Schmitt’s theory on dictatorship in the classical world through the lens of classical receptions. It argues that Schmitt was deeply engaged with the classical tradition in formulating his theory on dictatorship. Knowingly or unknowingly, Schmitt legitimates his theory through a foundation in both the Roman idealization of the virtuous dictators of the early Republic as well as the long tradition of the narrative of the enlightened sovereign as a guarantor of law, present in both Greek and Roman antiquity and in the subsequent European tradition. Schmitt skillfully repurposed the Roman historical tradition on dictators but glossed over the traditional antipathy of Roman republicanism towards sovereign rule. The claim that this article is presenting is that even though it has been overlooked by earlier scholars, Schmitt was both directly and indirectly influenced by the classical tradition of

1 The article was written as is part of the research project ”Reinventing the Foundations of European Legal Culture 1934-1964” (foundlaw.org), funded by the European Research Council (grant number 31300). The author wishes to thank Dr Jacob Giltaij and the anonymous reviewers of the journal for their valuable comments. An earlier version of the article was presented at the 2013 UK IVR Annual Conference ”Legal Theory and Legal History: A Neglected Dialogue?” held at Queen Mary, University of London.
dictatorship and utilized their mythical and symbolic dimensions in the later Roman and the subsequent European legal and political traditions. The reason for this omission was that Schmitt, like his contemporaries, belonged to one of the last generations to be groomed in the classical tradition of literature.

Introduction

The aim of this article is to analyze the complex roots of Carl Schmitt’s theory on dictatorship in the classical world through the lens of classical receptions. 

---


Schmitt legitimates his theory through a foundation in both the Roman idealization of the virtuous dictators of the early Republic as well as the long tradition of the narrative of the enlightened sovereign as a guarantor of law, present in both Greek and Roman antiquity and in the subsequent European tradition. The claim that this article is presenting is that even though it has been overlooked by earlier scholars, Schmitt was both directly and indirectly influenced by the classical traditions of dictatorship and utilized their mythical and symbolic dimensions in the later Roman and the subsequent European legal and political traditions. The reason for this omission was that Schmitt, like his contemporaries, belonged to one of the last generations to be groomed in the classical tradition of literature. The political and theoretical scholarship from Macchiavelli to the 19th century that he analyzed was written by people with similar backgrounds and educations, who felt it to be natural to develop their ideas using the classics as a frame of reference. Thus even though Schmitt’s works on dictatorship have only a few references to the classics, they are to a large degree its products. However, Schmitt’s interpretation was far from


4 See, for example, Lorna Hardwick and Christopher Stray (eds.), A companion to classical receptions, (London, Blackwell, 2008).


neutral, he used the malleability of the Roman tradition to suppress the traditional antipathy of Roman republicanism towards single rule.

Schmitt’s theory of dictatorship is a theory about the exercising of unrestrained power in a particular situation such as a state of emergency. Through the appointment of a dictator, a magistrate with nearly unrestrained powers, the state is able to defend itself against enemies both within and without. Schmitt divided dictatorships into two categories, commissarial and sovereign dictatorships. The aim of the commissarial dictatorship was to protect the constitution by suspending it, but the possibility of that suspension was included in the constitution as an emergency measure. In contrast, the purpose of sovereign dictatorship was to make a new constitution, to reorganize the state completely. This would lead to a contradiction in the constitutional situation, since the legitimacy of this action could not rest within the abrogated old constitution.8

The way in which Schmitt utilized the classical tradition was a continuation of late nineteenth-century classicism, the contemporary uses of the classics. This tendency sought political and ideological models from ancient Greece and Rome, in much the same way that the architecture of the time imitated and was inspired by classical precedents.9 In the case of Schmitt’s dictators, this idealization of classical precedents led to a misrepresentation of history in order to provide a fitting precedent for the theory of sovereign dictatorship.

8 References to this and subsequent paragraphs may be found within the corresponding chapters.
9 As described already by Salvatore Settis, *Futuro del ‘classico’,* (Torino, Einaudi 2004).
Within the Roman historical tradition, there were actually two traditions of dictatorship that provided the models for Schmitt’s distinction between commissarial and sovereign dictatorships. The first was the tradition of dictatorship from the Roman early and middle Republic, from 500-200 BC, which is known only from an idealized annalistic historiography. Even for the Romans, the events of that time were known half from legend, half from history. The dictators of this era were without fail virtuous and good military commanders who had saved Rome from peril. The second tradition of dictatorship was that from the late Republic, when the dictators Sulla and Caesar had used the powers of their office to eradicate their opponents and to transform Roman society and the state to their liking. While the aims and powers of the latter tradition were the model for Schmitt’s sovereign dictator, he remains mute about the historical reality behind the tradition. While the earlier tradition was known only from snippets of idealized historiography, the latter provided ample evidence of the rampant slaughter, looting, dispossession, lawlessness, and rape that went with the actions of, for example, Sulla. These sovereign dictators did transform Rome and create a new constitution for the Republic, but their actions equally led to massive suffering and, ultimately, the downfall of the Republic. On all this, though amply discussed in the literature to which he refers, Schmitt remains silent.

Schmitt is considered one of the most important critics of liberalism in the twentieth century, mostly known as a theorist of sovereign power, but equally because of his connections with the Nazi regime in Germany. As with many similar figures, Schmitt has undergone a kind of apotheosis in which his writings have been detached from their original context and are often...
seen as purely theoretical studies. Schmitt has by and large been seen as a proponent of very modern reactionary tendencies that have been defined as a type of radical conservatism.

The relationship between Schmitt’s theories and the classical tradition was close and convoluted. Not only was he well versed in the tradition himself, but the classical tradition also strongly influenced the early modern political discourse that he was writing about, complicating the distinction between the various layers of influences. Ideas like popular sovereignty, plebiscitary democracy, and the sovereign power of the ruler were all much discussed within the Roman political and legal tradition. For Schmitt, as for innumerable others, the classics provided a set of tools or building blocks for the development of legal and political theory. That tradition also guided their theories to a certain extent in ways that are discernible only through an

11 While generally his later works were more theoretical while the earlier were more historically and legally oriented, even some of his early works were highly theoretical. Carl Schmitt, *Political Theology: Four Chapters on the Concept of Sovereignty*, transl. George Schwab (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 2005 [1922]).

understanding of the tradition. Like many of his contemporaries, such as Hannah Arendt, Schmitt worked through the reinterpretation and rereading of the classical tradition.\textsuperscript{13}

Whilst general scholarship on single rule has tended to draw parallels between dictatorship and tyranny,\textsuperscript{14} understanding the convergences and differences of these historical traditions is crucial for an appreciation not only of Schmitt but also the historical tradition upon which his works relied. These parallels and convergences between Schmitt and Roman antiquity have not been discussed in earlier studies, despite the fact that there is an enormous and ever growing amount of literature on Schmitt.\textsuperscript{15} Notwithstanding this avalanche of scholarship, Antiquity’s influences on Schmitt’s historical understanding have received little attention in scholarship.\textsuperscript{16}

By analyzing the historical reconstructions presented by Schmitt and the Roman sources as narratives, the present article seeks to demonstrate how the formulation of a narrative becomes a constitutive force that has normative effects. Within the study of Roman constitutionalism, the normativity of historiography has already been increasingly recognized, as the understanding of history was often the defining element in what was considered legitimate and what was not.\textsuperscript{17}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{13} On the reuse of the Roman Republican political and constitutional tradition, see Joy Connolly, \textit{The Life of Roman Republicanism} (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2015).
\textsuperscript{14} Kalyvas, Tyranny, 413.
\textsuperscript{15} By some estimates, there is a new book written on him coming out each month. Neumann, Schmitt, 733.
\textsuperscript{16} The remarkable exception is Nippel, Schmitt.
\textsuperscript{17} The importance of narratives in Roman historical writing and their conception of constitution and law has been recognized in Jill Harries, \textit{Law and Empire in Late Antiquity} (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1999), as well as in recent studies such as Geoffrey S. Sumi, \textit{Ceremony and Power: Performing Politics in Rome between Republic and Empire} (Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 2005), Matthew B. Roller, \textit{Constructing Autocracy: Aristocrats and Emperors in Julio-Claudian Rome} (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 2001), and Ittai Gradel, \textit{Emperor Worship and Roman Religion} (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2002).
\end{flushleft}
The understanding of narratives is here thus both historical and legal, as narratives of constitutional relevance explain not only the events and their explanations, \(^{18}\) but also how this narrative could influence the shared conviction of the constitutional possibilities available.

**Schmitt’s Roman Dictators**

Schmitt’s theory of dictatorship was developed through a number of works, starting from the 1916 article *Diktatur und Belagerungszustand*, continuing with the 1921 book *Die Diktatur*, and later still in the 1922 book *Politische Theologie*, and other works. \(^{19}\) Schmitt defined dictatorship as unrestrained power in an unusual situation:

> Dictatorship is the exercise of state power freed from any legal restrictions, for the purpose of resolving an abnormal situation—-in particular, a situation of war and rebellion. Hence two decisive elements for the concept of dictatorship are on one hand the idea of a normal situation that a dictatorship restores or establishes, and on the other the idea that, in the event of an abnormal situation, certain legal barriers are suspended in favour of resolving this situation through dictatorship. \(^{20}\)


\(^{19}\) Carl Schmitt, ‘Diktatur und Belagerungszustand,’ *Zeitschrift für die gesamte Strafrechtswissenschaft* 38 (1916); Carl Schmitt, ‘Diktatur,’ in *Staatslexikon im Auftrage der Görresgesellschaft* (Freiburg, Herder, 1926), 1:1448; Schmitt, Dictatorship; Schmitt 1985.

The core of Schmitt’s theory was the division between commissarial and sovereign dictatorship. The purpose of commissarial dictatorship was to uphold and to protect the constitution and the state from whatever dangers or obstacles it might face. Its aim was a return to the normal state of affairs using unrestrained executive power. Commissarial dictatorship was therefore an emergency measure enshrined in the constitution. Thus even though it involved the suspension of the constitution, such a suspension was not only defined within the constitution itself but its timeframe and aims were also limited. In *Die Diktatur*, he uses early modern examples of delegated dictatorial power as the historical background for his discussion.\(^{21}\)

Sovereign dictatorship, by contrast, was aimed at reforming the state and the constitution. The sovereign dictator was thus a revolutionary, a leader who sought to bring about a new order. Because this power necessarily contained the abrogation of the constitution, its legitimation could hardly be derived from that same constitution. In fact, the powers of the sovereign dictator could not be derived from any existing institution or rule. Instead, Schmitt regarded the constituent power of the people as the foundation for this form of dictatorial power. Schmitt’s theory of constituent power was to a large degree derived from a critique of Sieyès’s idea of the *pouvoir constituant* and the debates about this concept following the French revolution.\(^{22}\)

---

\(^{21}\) Schmitt, *Dictatorship*, 1-33.

Both of the dictators, the commissarial and the sovereign, were characters that had their roots in ancient Roman history. Prior to the French revolution even the term dictator was a purely historical term referring to the Roman magistrate of *dictator*. As Schmitt noted, ever since the humanists of the Renaissance, scholars had developed their ideas through the classical tradition, but before the nineteenth century they did not develop the constitutional theory of dictatorship any further than that found in the Roman tradition. One of the reasons why there was little in the way of development of the theory of dictatorship was that early modern theory of sovereignty had no use for it. Thus even though the distinction between commissarial and sovereign dictatorship would have been evident from historical developments themselves, early modern authors, with the exception of Machiavelli, had no interest in the change from democracy to Caesarism. Schmitt argues that because ‘historical judgment is always dependent on the experience of its contemporary context’ and theorists of absolute monarchy relied on the idea of the power of the king being based on the grace of God, the background of dictatorship in popular sovereignty was not interesting for them.\(^23\)

The Roman dictator was an extraordinary magistrate who held supreme executive and military power, without being restricted by an appeal or *provocatio* (a citizen’s right to appeal to the people in instances of capital offences). Dictatorship was an emergency measure that was used in a time of crisis. Unlike other Roman magistrates, the dictator had no colleague and was solely responsible for all the affairs of state. However, historically it is unclear what the powers of the dictator actually meant at any given time. Historical accounts mention that dictators were either nominated by a magistrate with the commanding power of *imperium* (such as a consul or a

\(^23\) Schmitt, Dictatorship, 1-2.
praetor) after the Senate had first approved it, or, more rarely, elected by the *comitia centuriata*. Originally, there was a strict time limit of six months to a dictator’s tenure, but later it could be extended at the end of this term. However, it was customary for the dictator to resign as soon as his task was complete. The originally military nature of dictatorship may be demonstrated by the fact that he would as his first task appoint a *magister equitum* (literally, master of the horse) as his second in command. While the earliest accounts mention that a dictator would be free from all restraints, in the accounts from the middle republic onwards the decisions of the dictator were liable to be vetoed and submitted to *provocatio*.

There were actually two traditions of Roman dictatorship, one coming from the Early and Middle Republic (traditionally from roughly the 500-200 BC) and the other from the last century of the Republic, the first century BC. Of the first tradition of Roman dictatorship, we know mostly about the Roman wars, in which dictators might be selected in a desperate moment to ward of enemies. A famous example is the story of Cincinnatus, who in 458 BC was called from his small farm to lead Rome’s defense against invading neighbors. The story goes that Cincinnatus was plowing the field when an embassy came to fetch him. He promptly raised an army, conquered the enemies of Rome, resigned, and returned to his modest farm to finish plowing his field just over two weeks later. Idealized in the annalistic tradition and especially in

---

Livy’s history of Rome, Cincinnatus and men like him were hailed as ideal Roman magistrates, people with no interest in power itself and who thought only of the well-being of the state. This early tradition of dictatorship was by and large a constitutional emergency measure meant for grave military situations where it was necessary to give nearly unlimited power to one man for the duration of one season’s campaigning. Because normally there were at least two Roman magistrates of each rank that were capable of vetoing each other’s decisions, appointing just one would resolve any issues in the chain of command.

The second Roman tradition of dictatorship in the late Republic was markedly different. While the earlier annalistic tradition of dictatorship mostly concerned military matters, the new dictators like Sulla and Caesar were engaged mostly with civil wars. What the new dictators could or should do was a matter of debate, as there had, after all, been no dictators since the Hannibalic wars. There was thus very little precedent to which one could refer in order to decide what the powers and duties of a dictator were. Both Sulla and Caesar used their dictatorial

---


powers to consolidate their power during and after the civil wars of their time. In the case of Sulla, this power was used to set about the wholesale murder of his opponents. Both Sulla and Caesar sought to refashion the Roman state and constitution, embarking on widespread reforms and settlement programs, transforming the Roman world politically, legally, and economically. The dictatorship of Sulla was even titled *dictator legibus faciendis et reipublicae constituendae causa* (roughly translatable as ‘dictator for the making of laws and the foundation of the republic’). Sulla’s dictatorship and his actions were nominally legitimate, meaning that they were approved by both the Senate and the assembly of the people. Both of these were, of course, at that time, drastically reduced by the civil war and the elimination of Sulla’s opponents, making them little more than his tools. The stated motive of Sulla’s dictatorship was to free Rome from tyrants. However, historians like Plutarch have provided an account of his reign that is largely a narrative of terror. For example, when the Senate was assembled by Sulla to discuss matters of state after the defeat of his opponents in the civil wars, he simultaneously arranged for the execution of prisoners of war at the Circus Maximus. When a senator inquired about the commotion and the bloodcurdling cries, Sulla merely replied that ‘some criminals are being punished on my orders.’ Some six thousand Roman citizens, who were Sulla’s prisoners of war, were executed without trial at that time. The case of Caesar was in many ways different, but it could be said equally that his aim was the wholesale transformation of Rome and its constitution, although his transgressions of the constitution, such as his appointment of dictatorship for life, were more an *ad hoc* abrogation of the existing rules than their transformation. While Sulla was conservative, Caesar’s political support came from the *populares* and many of his reforms rewarded them. Both Sulla and Caesar were political and legal actors whose careers were based on exceptional actions, crossing the borders of conventional behavior. After the murder of
Caesar, Mark Antony completely abolished dictatorship in Rome by a law introduced as part of the political settlement between the parties.\textsuperscript{28}

Schmitt described how these two traditions of dictatorship were politically different, though they were understood to be theoretically identical. However, it is clear that for Schmitt, the Roman origins of dictatorship were central to understanding the theoretical development of the idea.\textsuperscript{29}

*Die Diktatur* contains a long excursus on the historical tradition of Roman dictatorship, which Schmitt divides into three phases. He refers to the extensive debate concerning whether the original dictatorship was mostly a tool against the plebeians in the struggle between the orders in the early and middle Republic and concludes that it was mostly used for giving extraordinary powers to military commanders in times of war, making him an extraordinary magistrate with the commanding power (*imperium*) of a king. In later developments the dictators were subject to the veto of the tribune of the plebs. The last dictators of this type were appointed during the Punic wars. While there were no dictators between the years 202 and 82 BC, Schmitt considers that their function was taken over by the use of *Senatusconsultum ultimum*, a decree of the Senate that provided unlimited, extraordinary powers that could be used against Roman citizens who were a threat to the constitutional order. In contrast to these orders, the dictatorial powers


\textsuperscript{29} Schmitt, Dictatorship, 2.
given to Sulla in 82 BC and Caesar in 46 BC were different in scope and purpose, having, according to Schmitt, only the name in common with the old dictatorship.\textsuperscript{30} This interpretation was hardly Schmitt’s own: the dispute over whether there were sufficient continuities between the Early and Middle Republican dictatorships and the Late Republican dictatorships of Sulla and Caesar began long before him and continues to the present day. For example, Mommsen’s \textit{Staatsrecht} (\textit{Roman public law}, a standard work on the Roman constitution even today) separated these into the categories of regular magistracies and exceptional emergency powers, respectively.\textsuperscript{31}

The fact that Schmitt spent a fair amount of energy explaining the Roman tradition of dictatorship may be due to the popularity that Roman history enjoyed at the time. Debates on Caesar, Pompey, and Augustus at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries in Germany were not purely historical discussions, they were also constitutional debates on the limits of imperial power and the role of military command in society. Thus when they were discussing ancient Rome and the leaders of Rome, they were also debating the precedents and models for Imperial and Weimar Germany. The emergence of modern historical writing about the history of ancient Rome only accelerated this development. Theodor

\textsuperscript{30} Schmitt, Dictatorship, 230-231. For a comparison with more recent views, see De Wilde, Dictatorship.

\textsuperscript{31} De Wilde, Dictatorship, 1-6. Nippel, Schmitt, 130-131 the theory about the fundamental continuity of the tradition of dictatorship was only popularized by Wilcken in 1940 [Ulrich von Wilcken, \textit{Zur Entwicklung der römischen Diktatur}, (Berlin 1940)], who argued that formally the later dictatorships were nearly identical and thus based on the same roots, apart from the elements that placed them above the existing constitutions. See also De Wilde, Trust, 556. Recent scholars on the Roman Republic have pointed out how the whole concept is misleading as the political entity as well as the society go through such fundamental changes that there is little to bind them together beyond the Romans’ own belief in unity. See Harriet Flower, \textit{Roman Republics} (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 2010).
Mommsen’s hugely influential *Roman History* gave, for all its critical credentials, a heroic picture of ancient Rome. Chief among Mommsen’s heroes was Julius Caesar, who is treated as an almost superhuman character. One of the primary reasons why scholars at the turn of the century were interested specifically in Caesar and Pompey was the fact that they personified the direct link that existed between the people and the leader. Such a leader used his connection with the people to further popular reforms, bypassing the political machinery. Debates on Caesar and the late Roman Republic reflected a longing for a strong leader and the fear of tyranny that coexisted with it. Because the historical record of the late Republic was dominated so much by the writings of Cicero, attitudes towards Cicero’s own political ideas were an integral part of that debate. For example, Mommsen was openly hostile towards Cicero and the conservative ideas he represented. It is clear that historical neutrality was very far removed from these debates. Mommsen and Eduard Meyer, whose positions were diametrically opposed, were the primary antagonists in this discussion. While Mommsen saw in Caesar a conquering hero that elevated Rome to the leading power in the world, Meyer considered the victory of Caesar over Pompey as the final downfall of the Republic and the introduction of despotism. Because the idealistic writings of Cicero about Pompey’s leadership were the foundation of Meyer’s theory, the battle for the history of the late Roman Republic was ultimately a battle over Cicero.32

The larger context of this issue was the debate about the role of leadership that emerged in German historical and political discussions in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Much of the debate revolved around the idea of the leader as a charismatic national figure that transcended politics. As in the case of Mommsen and Meyer, much of that debate took place through historical writing, where examples and parallels from ancient and more recent history were used as justifications and legitimations. In addition to Schmitt, other influential scholars like Max Weber took part in this debate. Weber, in his 1919 *Politik als Beruf* and later in the posthumous *Economy and Society* discussed the issue of charisma and leadership extensively. What makes these discussions interesting for our purposes was the role that Caesarism played in them. Weber saw charisma as a great revolutionary force that could transform traditional societies. While much of Weber’s writings on charisma were based on the idea of religious influence, on the political level Weber furthered the concept of a charismatic leader (*Führer*) who dominates with popular support, where he utilized the concept of plebiscitarity (*plebísztäre Führerdemokratie*). While Weber’s ideal types of leadership contained numerous types of charismatic leaders, ranging from religious prophets to military commanders and Caesarian leaders, the point was the transformative capacity of the leader, much like Schmitt’s sovereign dictator. Scholars like Nippel have pointed out that one of the reasons behind the success enjoyed by Hitler in overturning the Weimar constitution was the prevailing sense of crisis and the longing for a strong, transformative leader that would resolve the crippling political and

econom crisis with the use of extraordinary measures. What separated the Schmittian idea of transformative sovereignty from the Weberian one was its close connection with the ancient Roman world.

**Parallel Worlds of History and Theory**

Though Schmitt’s theories have been seen in recent debates as purely theoretical constructions, they may equally be seen as a curious parallel universe to the ancient Roman world. Schmitt’s clearly detailed knowledge of the classical world was only strengthened by the fact that Western political and legal discourse was so focused on classical, especially Roman examples. These historical examples functioned as cultural markers that contained allusions to the virtues and values that the past represented or was supposed to represent. The role of example and exemplarity as precedent and justification was equally important in the Roman way of government and the use of Roman precedents in later legal and political thought. The *exempla* were often in the form of narratives about virtuous ancestors, the *maiores*, and as such had both a historical and normative character. While the Roman constitution was based on example and precedent, the *mos maiorum* (“the custom of the ancients”), Roman constitutional authority was very important in later key turning points of political thought like the French Revolution.

---


A closer examination reveals how much Schmitt’s theoretical concepts appear rooted in classical foundations. In his *Political Theology*, Schmitt developed the idea of popular sovereignty, which was also an important theme in classical Roman law, where the power of the emperor was seen to be rooted in the people. In fact, in the Roman tradition the idea that the Roman state existed as a separate entity was an alien one, the *Senatus Populusque Romanus* was just that, the Senate and the people of Rome. Ever since the eviction of the kings, the Roman Republic had been founded on the principle of popular sovereignty, but a peculiar version of it. The Roman constitution, or what passed as the constitution, was not democratic but rather a mixed form of oligarchy and plebiscitary rule, a mixed constitution that was in a constant and contested process of change. Equally, the theme of plebiscitary democracy, so central to Schmitt’s thought, also had Roman foundations, though in a somewhat convoluted manner. The Romans had, in addition to the Senate, several legislative assemblies, of which the popular assembly was given the right to pass plebiscites that would have had the power of law in 367 BC. The struggle of the orders that pitted the plebs against the senatorial elite for much of the early and middle republic was about finding the balance of power between the oligarchs and the people. The resolution of that

35 While the analysis in *Die Diktatur* was mostly about the relationship of dictatorship and popular will in the postrevolutionary debates, in *Politische Theologie* the sovereign has become an abstraction. Schmitt, Theology, 9-11; Kalyvas, Hegemonic, 349-350.

36 Livy saw already the XII Tables as expressions of popular sovereignty with regard to laws (7.17.12), but how early were such sentiments is impossible to know. On the constant constitutional change, see Luigi Capogrossi Colognesi, *Law and Power in the Making of the Roman Commonwealth*, (Cambridge: CUP, 2014). On Roman constitutional theory and praxis about the role of the people, there is ample literature, for example, Wolfgang Kunkel and R. Wittmann, *Staatsordnung und Staatspraxis der römischen Republik II*, Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaften X.3.2.2., (München, Beck, 1995); Lintott, Constitution; Henrik Mouritsen, *Plebs and Politics in Late Republican Rome*, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2001); Karl-Joachim Hölkeskamp, *Rekonstruktionen einer Republik: Die politische Kultur des antiken Rom und die Forschung der letzten Jahrzehnte*, Historische Zeitschrift, Beihefte Neue Folge 38, (München, Oldenbourg, 2004).
conflict was a system of constitutional safeguards, where the plebs were protected by the
tribunes of the plebs, who were sacrosanct and could veto any decision by any magistrate, and
the legislative power of the plebeian or popular assembly. Another direct connection between the
people, the law, and the ruler was the process of selecting the emperor through acclamation,
which also fascinated Schmitt.\textsuperscript{37} What is noteworthy is that these historical examples were, even
for the Romans themselves, normative in character, that is, ways to define the fundamental
characteristics of the Republic and the \textit{mos maiorum} that governed it. The emphasis on the
continuity with the past and the willingness to alter the narrative of the past to conform to present
expectations was as much a Roman as it was a later European tendency. The memory of the past
was changed in subtle ways to conform to the present and the claim to immutability masked
fundamental changes both in society and culture.\textsuperscript{38}

One form of sovereign power that was central to Schmitt’s thought, namely, the idea that the will
of the sovereign was law and formed law, was also founded on Roman constitutional thought.
The idea that the sovereign was a guarantor of law and justice represents an important parallel
between Schmitt and Roman constitutional theory and practice. In Roman legal experience, the
emperor became the supreme judge to whom people from all walks of life and all parts of the
empire could appeal. In theory and, at times, even in practice, the Roman emperor represented a
combination of legal aid and supreme court, an ever present and omnipotent figure who would

\textsuperscript{37} Lintott, Constitution. On the role of the emperor, the best guide is still Fergus Millar, \textit{The

\textsuperscript{38} Flower, \textit{Roman Republics}; Alain M. Gowing, \textit{Empire and Memory: The Representation of the
Roman Republic in Imperial Culture} (Cambridge, CUP, 2005); Uwe Walter, \textit{Memoria und res
publica: Zur Geschichtskultur im republikanischen Rom}, (Frankfurt am Main, Antike, 2004). Of
the legal implications of \textit{mos maiorum}, see Jochen Bleicken, \textit{Lex publica: Gesetz und Recht in
der römischen Republik} (Berlin; New York: de Gruyter, 1975).
right all wrongs and bring justice to even the lowliest of his subjects.\footnote{Tony Honoré, \textit{Emperors and Lawyers: With a Palingenesia of Third-century Imperial Rescripts 193-305 AD} (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1994). The two rules by Ulpian laid out the joining of Roman ideas of popular sovereignty and imperial sovereignty: Digest 1.4.1pr. \textit{Quod principi placuit, legis habet vigorem: utpote cum lege regia, quae de imperio eius lata est, populus et in eum omne suum imperium et potestatem conferat}; Digest 1.3.31 \textit{Princeps legibus solutus est}.} The Roman emperor would become nearly omnipotent in that there were next to no legal restrictions on what the emperor could do. Ideas regarding the unfettered power of the emperor were first introduced into the Roman discussion by Seneca during the time of Nero,\footnote{For example, Seneca, \textit{De Clementia} 1.1.2. On Seneca’s theories in their context, see James Romm, \textit{Dying Every Day: Seneca at the Court of Nero}, (New York: Knopf, 2014).} but they had been part of Roman elite culture, through Greek and Hellenistic kingship theories, since the late Republic. However, there were, of course, plenty of conventions about what was suitable for the emperor to do. Only very late in their history did the Romans abandon the principle that the emperor’s power was derived from the people and that the emperor was selected via a process of acclamation by the people, even though the people were represented by the Roman army.

The parallels between Schmitt and the Roman constitutional tradition were of course not coincidences. Schmitt was a lawyer steeped in the German legal and historical tradition and thus well versed in both matters of the classical world and those of the Romanistic legal tradition.\footnote{In the standard biographies, there are just some glimpses of this background, for example, Balakrishnan, \textit{Enemy} 13-25.} However, he was also approaching the matter through French Revolutionary thought, which was equally captivated by Classical precedents and their implications for political and legal thought.\footnote{Nippel, Schmitt, 121-129 on the extent to which contemporaries made parallels between the Late Roman Republic and Revolutionary France, drawing on examples like Cicero’s dictum \textit{salus populi suprema lex} (De Legibus 3.8).}
Thus Schmitt weaves another layer into a quasi-mythical historical interpretation that plays on symbolic meanings of the past.

Though Schmitt’s work mostly operated within a fairly recent historical tradition, that of the nineteenth century and, at best, back to Machiavelli, the strength of the Roman parallels is puzzling. Are we talking about a continuation of the European tradition that hailed from the Roman past or a direct inspiration of Roman literature and law? On the history of interpretations of the tradition of history from Machiavelli onwards, Schmitt outlines an almost constructivistic understanding of history where the events of the past are exploited to advance a contemporary theory, reminding him of ‘the biblical and mythological images in which events of the past reappear in a contemporary costume.’

What is clear is that Schmitt utilized the popular memory of early dictators like Cincinnatus to uphold the idea of a popular sovereign. However he remains silent about the other tradition, that of opposition towards and fear of the tyranny to which sovereign rule is prone. As Kalyvas had already noted, Schmitt’s distinction between the archaic form of dictatorship that preserved the state and the Sullan form of dictatorship that radically changed it was in fact adopted from Mommsen. The negativity of Sulla’s historical memory and the controversial character of the tradition of dictatorship and tyranny in the late Republic may be one of the reasons why Schmitt never delved deeper into the Roman tradition itself. That Roman tradition, especially in the understanding of the late republic and the idealization of the past, was to a large degree the
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creation of Marcus Tullius Cicero, one of the most central figures of Roman political and legal thought.\(^{45}\)

Cicero’s writings define much of the current understanding of Roman political culture. In works like the first book of *On the Republic* (*De re publica*), Cicero describes the Republic as the product of a shared conviction that prevailed amongst the virtuous aristocrats that guided it about a common good. Within the Roman tradition, the institution of dictatorship coexisted with a fear of tyranny. As noted in the discussions of Cicero’s *Republic*, tyranny could take many forms, from the tyranny of an absolute monarch to the tyranny of a mob driven by demagogues. Cicero equated tyranny not with an institution, or an office, but with a way of action. Thus tyranny may even be instituted though legislation:

> Of all laws I think that is the most iniquitous and least like a law, which Lucius Flaccus, the interrex, passed in regard to Sulla—-that all his acts, whatever they were, should be ratified. For, while in all other states, when tyrants are set up, all laws are annulled and abolished, in this case Flaccus by his law established a tyrant in a republic.\(^{46}\)

Cicero was, as a traditionalist, not in principle against dictatorship. As a final form of self-defense for the republic, dictatorship could be used to preserve the state, and, at times, extraordinary measures might be needed, such as the *senatus consultum ultimum* against Gracchus, a leader of the *populares*, that legalized killing him. His own actions against the Catilinian conspiracy, where he executed a number of conspirators without trial, was but one


\(^{46}\) Cicero, *De Lege Agraria* 3.11.5 *Omnium legum iniquissimam dissimillimamque legis esse arbitror eam quam L. Flaccus interrex de Sulla tuli, ut omnia quae cum ille fecisset essent rata. Nam cum ceteris in civitatibus tyrannis institutis leges omnes exstinguantur atque tollantur, hic rei publicae tyrannum lege constituit*. Translation by N. H. Watts (Loeb).
instance where magistrates of the late Roman republic were given or simply took extraordinary liberties in dealing with real or supposed enemies of the state, even though they were nominally protected by the provisions of the Roman constitution. The tyranny of the dictator was a form of controlled, or legal, tyranny.\footnote{Kalyvas, Tyranny, 426, 432. See also Jean-Louis Ferrary, ‘Cicéron et la dictature,’ in Dictatures. Actes de la Table ronde de Paris, 27-28 février 1984, ed François Hinard (Paris, De Boccard, 1988), 97-105. On Cicero’s actions, see A. Drummond, Law, Politics and Power: Sallust and the Execution of the Catilinarian Conspirators (Stuttgart, 1995).}

On the whole, Roman political culture was traditionally against any kind of monarchical ruler or sovereign. The legacy of the expulsion of the kings and the institution of the republic made even the word king politically poisonous even half a millennia later. However, due to their growing involvement in the Greek world in the third and second century BC, the Romans became aware of the Greek and Hellenistic tradition of kingship. Buoyed by texts like Xenophon’s Cyropaedia, the idea of the good king and the enlightened sovereign began to appeal to some Romans. Furthermore, many of the Roman rulers of the Greek East were addressed with royal epithets and given royal honors by their subjects. At the same time, the narrative tradition of Greek and Hellenistic tyrants, such as the legendary tyrants of Syracuse, and their equally legendary cruelty and excess, served as potent warnings against the dangers that sovereign rule could present to the cherished liberty of the Roman people.\footnote{Elizabeth Rawson, ‘Caesar’s Heritage: Hellenistic Kings and their Roman Equals,’ Journal of Roman Studies 65 (1975), 149-152; Kalyvas, Tyranny, 428. On the Greek tradition of tyranny, see Sian Lewis, Greek Tyranny (Exeter, Bristol Phoenix Press, 2009); Aristotle, Politics 5.1313a-1315b.}
This dilemma of the late Roman Republic probably influenced Schmitt’s theory of dictatorship. A small clue can be found in one of the first footnotes of *Die Diktatur*, where he maintains a very post-modern view of historical objectivity. He claimed that both Mommsen’s and Meyer’s works were influenced by contemporary political considerations. Mommsen was clearly pro-Caesar, while Meyer supported Pompey. Pupils of Mommsen and Meyer debated the role of a dictator in the Roman constitution in a discussion that was for Schmitt a clear reference to the contemporary debate over the power of the military in Germany at that time. While Mommsen had introduced the distinction between Republican and Caesarian dictatorship, others sought to prove that there was a clear separation between military and civilian powers in the Roman constitution.\(^{49}\)

Schmitt’s solution was to construct a historically inspired ideal type. He clearly knew the various historical traditions of sovereignty and dictatorship from Aristotle, Livy, and Cicero, but mentions none of them. The reason is probably not that the whole Roman historical tradition operated through the distinction between the good commissarial and bad sovereign dictatorship. It is more likely that the tradition, which Schmitt disentangles, quotes sources and names to the point of excess. His solution was to strip away the superfluous historical details and retain only the essential, and in the process reduce the historical framework to a kind of ideal type. Both Schmitt and his audience were familiar with this tradition and expounding it would have been redundant, and invited historical criticism.

Reflecting the use of the classical tradition as a surrogate stage upon which contemporary debates were presented in classical garb, Schmitt’s dictatorship operated on a complicated

\(^{49}\) Schmitt, Dictatorship, 232.
narrative foundation. It is evident that much of European political thought, up to the French revolution, was observed and classified through the lens of the historical tradition regarding Roman dictatorship. While objectifying the past to serve as an idealized continuation of a convenient juxtaposition of various forms of dictatorship, historical examples are organized as a foundational narrative for the political theory that Schmitt was seeking to legitimize.

Conclusions
Symbols and myths are powerful elements in legal, historical, and political discourse. The purpose of this article was to analyze the complex interaction between the historical, mythical, and symbolic dimensions of Carl Schmitt’s theory of dictatorship and the classical Roman tradition of history. Comparing Schmitt’s writings on dictatorship with Roman historical sources and the earlier historiographical tradition, on the surface it is evident how Schmitt both uses the legitimacy of the Roman tradition to address contemporary concerns but also criticizes his predecessors of the same bias. However, what emerges is a picture of a multi-layered process where historical figures and symbols are being recycled and repurposed again and again to reconfigure the legal and political legacy of Roman dictatorship for new usages.

There were numerous ancient and modern traditions of dictatorship and tyranny in the classical world, as can be seen in ancient authors like Aristotle, Cicero, Livy and in modern historical debates on sovereign rule in Antiquity. Schmitt’s theory of dictatorship was informed and influenced by not only his reading of ancient sources, but also by contemporary historical debates on Antiquity and the symbolic value of the past. As a scholar, Schmitt was acutely aware
of the central role played by myths and symbols in legal discourse as constitutive and legitimating elements.

This article has argued that Schmitt’s theories utilized a number of sometimes contradictory narrative traditions of dictatorship and sovereign rule in the ancient world. In his works, Schmitt used the cultural references that these had both in the classical world and the Western political and legal tradition. Furthermore, the classical tradition functioned as a kind of parallel narrative to Schmitt’s theoretical framework.

Schmitt’s theory of dictatorship was based on the division between commissarial and sovereign dictatorships. The idea of a dictatorship was that it would be an emergency measure that operated within the constitution where unrestricted power was given to a magistrate to protect the state from serious threats. A commissarial dictatorship would operate by temporarily suspending the constitution, but the suspension would be carried out according to measures enshrined within it. In contrast, a sovereign dictatorship would aim at reorganizing the state and remaking the constitution itself. This theory rested to a large degree on a creative reinterpretation of the two Roman traditions of dictatorship. The first tradition was that of the idealized dictators of the early Roman Republic, who, according to annalistic historiography, had saved Rome during troubled times. These men were without fail virtuous, ideal characters that were above politics and self-interest. The second tradition of dictatorship, of the late Republic, was much more controversial, as dictators like Sulla or Caesar had operated largely on the basis of self-interest and their own desire for political power. Schmitt uses the historical memory of the “good” dictators to present
an ideal version of commissarial and sovereign dictators, a precedent suitable for his own political agenda.

Myths and symbols have a tendency to make the writing of history complicated. That is due to the fact that they often carry so much inherent baggage that any analysis can be skewed or may even end up wandering around a hall of infinite mirrors. Thus the historical memory of Roman dictators, quasi-mythical, heroic figures that exerted a profound influence on European political and legal thought, were transformed in Carl Schmitt’s thinking, making him a mythogenetical political and legal philosopher in his own right.

Schmitt’s historical understanding and influences have been (apart from a few exceptions) overlooked. However, Schmitt’s theories of dictatorship were grounded in a particular reading of history, both of the history of the ancient Roman world and the intellectual history of scholarship. Within these traditions, the concept of dictatorship has a strong symbolic and even mythical dimension, since the classical past, by its very definition, operates in a nearly mythical register.